7.6.4 Continuation Requirements

The prevailing continuation and graduation requirements at FASS and LKYSPP will govern the respective degrees. Students may leave the CDP programme or be required to leave the programme if they fail to meet FASS’ or LKYSPP’s requirements. Such students will revert to becoming a non-CDP FASS degree student, subject to FASS’ rules and requirements.

Students falling under any of the following categories shall exit from the CDP, even if all other requirements are met:

(a) CAP falls below 4.00 for modules counted towards the Bachelor of Arts (Honours) / Social Sciences (Honours) degree for 2 consecutive semesters; or

(b) CAP falls below 3.00 for completed MPP modules for 2 consecutive semesters; or

(c) CAP falls below 3.50 for completed MPP modules for 3 consecutive semesters; or

(d) Failing any particular MPP module twice; or

(e) Failing 3 or more MPP modules.